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individuals who would have particular experiences that would fit them for receiving

His trith and for obserrirvi what U. wished recorded. Then lie reveUed truth to them

in various ways and led. them in their selection of the subjects that they would

discxss. As they wrote they used their own vocahuisries and distinctive styles of

expression. Yet Cod directed then in such a way that whit they wmte would be kept

free from error of fact, of doctrine or of judent, nd would be i'ofu1 to His people

not only then, but also in t7te centuries

WHY SUM A P!MLATION IS NMMID

Our need of such a revelation can be made clear by an interesting analogy. Let

us imagine an ant living in a small oasis in the middle of the Sahara desert. Such a;

creature migit conceivably learn a few lacts about the world by its own observation.

It would eon to ralizc Vim; great importance of watr for its life. It would see

a Small mot of veotatioi rhip a tw anirial;. It would observe tho great

expanse of sand stretching endlessly tc-iard tie, horizon in all directions. but it

could know, nothing whatever of the great world beyond. There would be no way in which

it could possibly imagine snow-capped peaks ocean billows, skyscrapers or stoanships

These, and a thouand other coiion features in the lire o our world would be abso

lutely unknown to it. If it were iable to leave the oasis there would be no way that

it could learn about such things, unless someone who had aeon them were to to cc* to

the oasis. Only if it received a coanl%1ication or revelation ftom such a person

could it even know that they existed.

Our situation in life is really quite sbiiar. By observation and study we can

learn iucb about those features of the material tsiiverse that we can touch or see. We

can reach conclusion5 about the psychology of animals and of huren be1ns. Beyond

these matters there must be thousands of vital facts that we know nothing about.

There is no way that we can learn by our own unaided observation and reason what God

is like, what our relationship to i ir should be, or hat the future holds in store for

to and for the world. These and many other important facts require knowledge of data

to Which we have no access.
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